


Who we are

Brothers Michiel and Regardt Scharrighuisen established Giflo 
as a high quality property development company focussed on 
greenfield and joint venture developments. The property sector 
can be a challenging space for the uninitiated, but Giflo has an 
exemplary track record in delivering on its established promise of 
developmental excellence.

Giflo are experts in developing commercial and medical property. 
This means businesses needing office space to rent are able 
to positively engage with the company about their specific 
requirements, secure in the knowledge that their property goals 
will be more than adequately achieved in partnership with Giflo.



Everyone can try their hand 
at making property successful 
but only a hand full will 
prevail. Play your strengths, 
find your differentiator and 
above all maintain integrity for 
that is what your peers and 
competition will admire.

Michiel Scharrighuisen
Giflo Director

michiel@giflogroup.co.za
Cell: +27 82 902 8084
Tel: +27 21 863 0605

In property development, 
getting business tomorrow is 
solely dependent on how you 
do business today.

Regardt Scharrighuisen
Giflo Director

regardt@giflogroup.co.za
Cell: +27 82 309 9461
Tel: +27 21 863 0605



Strength in partnerships

Giflo is not a standalone company that works 
in isolation on its own. In fact, its key strength 
is Giflo’s ability to enable strong, long-lasting 
partnerships between itself and its reliable 
associates. The company co-develops, co-owns 
and seeks out the best partners to work alongside, 
thereby ensuring everybody benefits from the 
significant synergies inherent in partnerships, 
for which the total is more than the sum of its 
constituent parts.

Giflo prizes innovation and does not compromise 
on establishing anything other than high-quality, 
sustainable, future-proof developments.

A pursuit of excellence

Moral authority comes from following universal 
and timeless principles such as honesty, 
integrity and respect.

Giflo aligns itself with the best industry 
professionals at the forefront of innovation to 
create developments of the highest quality. The 
company’s approach ensures low maintenance, 
highly functional, well-designed developments 
completed on time and on budget. The 
company creates buildings with purpose, 
featuring structural integrity and a low carbon 
footprint in line with the requirements of the 
Green Building Council of South Africa.

Strong relationships

Giflo’s honest and transparent relationships 
with clients and tenants are valuable 
attributes. Clients are viewed as partners who 
are important contributors to the success of 
development projects. Strength in partnerships 
is a core value that Giflo holds in high esteem.

Continuous interaction, constant availability 
and uncompromising service excellence 
are other values that also differentiate the 
company. This dependable approach naturally 
appeals to new clients.



Smart sustainability

Developed in partnership with Abland and SOM
The innovative Irene Link precinct mixed-use 
development establishes a new smart green village 
precinct in the heart of the tranquil landscape of the 
Irene village area, seamlessly integrating a green 
building aesthetic with the vibrant pulse of urban 
living in this popular village area.

Irene Link aims to achieve a sought-after 4-star 
certification from Green Star SA as a Sustainable 
Precinct. The precint is being developed with 
sustainability as its core aspirational value. 
Additionally buildings within the area will apply 
for certification as Five Star by The Green Building 
Council of South Africa. The Barlow Logistics 
building has already achieved a Five Star rating.
Urban parks are linked with a landscaped spine, 
pavements are created as streetscapes and 
ownership of municipal parks means better parks 
for all.

Effective, preventative security measures ensure 
safety through behavioural analytics in addition to 
streetlamp and building cameras that are standard 
throughout the area. 

Energy efficient LED streetlamps are used, while 
effective traffic flow planning and smart parking 
management apps make driving a breeze.

The precinct will contain optimised fibre links to 
ensure all inhabitants have access to high speed 
internet. Thermal Energy Storage (TES) and Building 
Management Systems (BMS) are included for all 
buildings. A business centre will offer a communal 
space for meetings and presentations.

With unrivalled access to the N1 highway and other 
major arterial roads, the location of the Irene Link 
precinct cannot be bettered. With an emphasis 
on the ambience of a truly premium way of life, 
the development offers discerning tenants and 
residents an opportunity to live and work in an area 
that simply features the most desirable aspects of a 
modern lifestyle.

Situated between Botha, Alexandra and Jean 
Avenues and the N1, the Irene Link precinct 
development offers a wide array of mixed-use 
benefits, such as specialised spaces including 
residential, education, retail, a hotel and medical 
centre as well as commercial offices in an area 
purposefully designed for comfort and easy access 
to all essential amenities.

Irene Link Precinct: 84 928m2
Hotel: 4 200m2
Retail: 12 000m2
Medical: 2 500 m²
Offices: 66 228m2

Irene Link Precinct
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With Botha, Alexandra and Jean Avenues and the N1 forming the borders of Irene Link, there is no better 
location for a lifestyle of true convenience within the desirable living and working space of an urban 
village atmosphere.

The Gautrain is close
Accessibility is guaranteed with the Gautrain in close proximity. The Gautrain bus route to and from the 
existing Gautrain station in Centurion runs conveniently past Irene Link in Jean Avenue.

The envisaged second phase development of new routes for the Gautrain includes a new rail station that 
will be built next to Irene Link, with additional bus routes servicing the whole Irene village area.

All this makes Irene Link Precinct one of the best connected new mixed-use precints in Gauteng.

Prime location for Irene Link Precinct



Lifestyle retail in mid-2020
Shopping in a modern sense is as much about an 
experience as it is about buying what you need. 
With a lifestyle retail experience design, the new 
shopping and convenience centre at Irene Link 
offers tenants and customers an ideal space to 
meet.

Developed in partnership with Abland and 
SOM
The perfectly located new Irene Link retail 
centre is home to 12 000m² bespoke lifestyle 
shops, restaurants and other convenience 
retailers ideally suited to the friendly and family-
orientated Irene community.

The lifestyle centre is located on Alexander 
avenue, just off Botha avenue close to the N1.

Checkers anchors the centre, which also features 
in style décor, health and beauty and other 
popular tenants that provide discerning shoppers 
a convenient and fun shopping experience mixed 
with opportunities for socialising and mingling 
with friends and family.

Irene Link Retail



After the success of the impressive Barloworld 
Logistics building comes Building B, the next phase 
of prime development within Irene Link Precinct. 

The vision for this P-grade space, with a Four Star 
certification from The Green Building Council 
South Africa application in the works, is to establish 
its own visual identity adjacent to Barloworld 
Logistics.

In keeping with the visual landscape of the 
precinct, Building B’s architecture employs high 
performance glazing and off shutter concrete 
with steel and aluminium screening. These 
contemporary materials blend the building’s 
appearance smoothly into Irene Link, without 
compromising its own unique identity.

The building creates a permeable glass envelope 
that sits lightly on a naturally ventilated basement. 

The design style allows for seamless views between 
the high-energy of the highway and the southern 
pedestrian areas. A stunning roof terrace makes the 
most of the building’s prime location with superb 
views of Irene Village and surrounds.

This modern new office building provides ideal 
office space in the following rentable area 
configuration:

P-Grade offices: 6 750m²
GBCSA rating application: Four Star
Storage: 500m²
Balcony: 420m²
Basement parking: 211
Open parking: 71

Development timeline
Excavation: 1 November 2019
Occupation: 1 December 2020

Irene Link Building BIrene Link Retail



The development

Developed in partnership with Abland and SOM
The stylish and modern new 5 728m² head office of 
supply chain solutions company Barloworld Logistics is 
the first completed space in the new 84 928m² mixed-
use Irene Link precinct in Irene.

The development has received a coveted 5-Star Green 
Star Africa certification, certified in association with the 
Green Building Council South Africa.

Ideally located in close proximity to the N1 highway, 
Barloworld Logistics HQ ticks all the boxes of an energy 
efficient space situated in the immediacy of major road 
infrastructure and public transport. 

Phase II of the envisaged Gautrain development plan 
includes a railway station almost directly adjacent to 
the Barloworld Logistics building.

This stylish development is characterised by an 
urban park linked by an internal landscaped spine. 
The contemporary architecture of the building 
communicates a new vibrancy and economic growth 
alongside the older residential area of Irene. The 
architecture also contributes to the precinct’s sense of 
place and ties into the greater urban plan of the Irene 
village area.

As accessibility to Sandton has become increasingly 
more difficult, Barloworld Logistics saw the potential 
of relocating their corporate head office to this new 
vibrant and energetic urban renewal centre. The 
building is designed as an P-grade commercial office 
development and has now become the new home for 
staff and management.

Barloworld Logistics





The Barloworld Logistics building houses 
various departments in one building. Giflo and 
their architects had a clear vision to create a 
permeable envelope that allows almost 360° 
views to the beautiful surrounding suburbs of 
Irene and Doringkloof. This facade allows for 
ample natural light to penetrate the inner floor 
plates. The distinctive organic curves of the 
building’s exterior casing, allows it to be viewed 
as a soft mass instead of a hard barrier from 
the highway. The building is characterized by a 
double glazed clear northern and western glass 
envelope which benefits the internal acoustic 
and thermal conditions. A raised podium gives 
the impression that the building sits lightly on 
the site and provides pleasant break-out spaces 
to the north and south.

Barloworld Logistics CEO Kamogelo Mmutlana 
is naturally proud of the company’s desirable 
new space: “We are looking forward to our 
new headquarters being a beacon for our 
stakeholders, a landmark within the precinct, 
a place where we can grow as a business and 
create a bold new future.”

Prime location: Situated close to Botha and 
Alexandra avenues and the N1, Barloworld 
Logistics HQ is located close to other major 
arterial roads, including the R21 and positioned 
within the heart of the Irene Link Precinct. This 
modern lifestyle precinct is also conveniently 
neighbouring the well-established shopping 
areas of the Irene village area.











The Rubik

The development

Developed in partnership with Abland and Nedbank
With magnificent views of Table Mountain and the stunning Atlantic seaboard, The Rubik makes the 
most of what the Mother City has to offer. This incredible space is located in the heart of Cape Town’s 
central business district in close proximity to the popular Cape Town International Convention Centre, the 
bustling V&A Waterfront, the city’s banking and financial district, as well as various MyCity bus stops.

The stylish design of The Rubik is reminiscent of the famous cube of its namesake, activating modern 
architecture trends to enable a vision of luxury and convenience wrapped in this bold statement of a 
desirable lifestyle.

The Rubik space contains 414m² retail and 5 946m² offices available for leasing, with 80 exclusive 
residential apartments for purchase.

State of the art security and unobtrusive access control systems ensure peace of mind, while undercover 
parking and separate entrance lobbies for the building’s commercial tenants and residential apartments 
provide desirable privacy.



DFA Office Park

The development

The impressive DFA Office Park in Irene next to the 
busy N1 highway covers a total of 9 127m² across 
two buildings. Internet connectivity provider DFA 
occupies the entire available space of Building A.

Building A features a comfortable roof terrace with 
a seating area and meeting rooms, fully equipped 
braai area and kitchenette, bathrooms and a 
canteen.

Bicycle bays are available, as well as locker rooms 
and bathrooms with showers.

All its special features and amenities make 
DFA Office Park a shining example of modern 
commercial office space worth working in.

Prime location

Situated at 96 Koranna Avenue, Doringkloof in 

Irene, DFA Office Park is in the immediacy of the N1 
highway, as well as popular other office areas such 
as Route 21 Corporate Park, Bylsbridge, Irene Link 
Precinct, Highveld, Lynnwood Bridge and Menlyn 
Maine. OR Tambo International Airport is only a 
20-minute drive away via the R21. The Irene CBD 
and the Gautrain station are within a five-minute 
drive.

This visually attractive office park is a stunning 
feature next to the N1, attracting the positive 
attention of those driving past..

Amenities

• Roof terrace with seating area offering break-
outs during the day

• Fully equiped braai facilities with kitchenette, 
bathrooms and storerooms for everyday use, 
corporate entertainment or staff functions

•  There is a canteen on the roof terrace
• Bicycle bays with locker rooms and showers





Features

Security
• CCTV cameras at the main gate, perimeter fence, parking 

areas and common areas
• Spiked, clear perimeter fencing
• Guarded access gate with biometric control
• Biometrically activated pedestrian turnstile
• Guarded patrols 24/7
• Integrated camera intercoms
• Mag-lock access-controlled frameless glass front doors
• Off-site monitoring with black screen technology
• e-toll access

Energy Efficiency
• Low emissivity glass on all facades
• Screens on northern, southern and western facades
• Double glazing windows on all facades
• Censored taps in bathrooms
• LED downlights and strip lights
• Chiller HVAC system, 30% more efficient than a 

conventional VRV system
• Abundant windows in common and tenant spaces for 

extra natural light
• Plants with low water requirements
• Motion sensors in all common and basement areas for 

light activation
• Building management system (BMS) to manage power 

consumption
• Recycling in basement

Lift Access
The development benefits from lift access on all floors, from 
the basement to the second floor roof terrace

Water reservoir
A back-up water supply reservoir of 17 500 litres is 
maintained

Back-up generator
The building is equipped with a 300kVA generator



“Thank you to Giflo for our fantastic new DFA Office 

Park. We are impressed with the way in which the project 

was created and executed form the planning stage to its 

amazing final implementation. All of us at DFA are super 

proud of our head office and this is truly valuable to us,” 

Thinus Mulder, DFA CEO 



Regency Terrace

The development

Route 21 Corporate Park is one of the most desirable 
office parks in the greater Centurion area. This 
expansive and modern office park is situated 
adjacent to the R21, which means OR Tambo 
International airport is just a short drive away, as is 
the east of Pretoria and Irene.

Inside Route 21 is Giflo’s Regency Terrace 
that comprises two blocks (A and B), each of 
approximately 2 100m². The buildings feature 
two floors each with entrance lobby, toilets and a 
staircase with direct access to the basement.

• Courtyards with seating areas
• A deli and coffee shop across the street
• Large patio balconies within each building

Prime location

Situated at 81 Regency Drive within the popular 
Route 21 Corporate Park in Centurion, Regency 
Terrace is in close proximity of the N1 highway, 
as well as popular other office areas such as 
Doringkloof, Bylsbridge, the Irene CBD, Highveld, 
Lynnwood Bridge and Menlyn Maine. OR Tambo 
International Airport is only a 20-minute drive away 
via the R21. The Irene CBD and the Gautrain station 
are within a 15-minute drive.

This attractive Regency Terrace is a feature next to 
the R21, attracting the positive attention of those 
driving past.



Features

Security
• The business park features state of the art 

security consisting of perimeter CCTV cameras
• Electric fencing
• Guarded access gates with biometrics
• Camera access control
• 24-hour guarded patrols
• Additionally, the building itself offers integrated 

camera intercoms to every tenant space with an 
access controlled glass front door and mag lock 
access to individual areas.

Fibre-ready connectivity
The business park is fully fibre functional with 
a network which, installed by Dark Fibre Africa, 
terminates in every server room in the building.

Energy efficiency

Features:
• Low emissivity glass on all facades
• Laser cut screens on the northern facades
• Motion sensor-activated taps in the bathrooms
• LED down lights and strip lights
• A 150 000-litre sump harvests rain water for 

irrigation
• A VRV HVAC system which is 40% more efficient 

than conventional inverter units
• Abundant windows in common and tenant areas 

allow in more light
• Plants with few water requirements
• Motion sensor-activated lighting in all common 

and basement areas to save electricity

Back up Generator

Features: The building is equipped with a 300kVA 
generator and a back-up generator.



A particularly interesting specialist area in which Giflo excels is the development of 
medical facilities such as day hospitals, medical centres, clinics and similar purpose-
created medical services spaces. The Giflo Medical division was formed in 2016 
when the company was joined by experts Pieter Knoesen and Ivan Makkink, who are 
responsible for all medical facilities developed and managed by Giflo.

Developer Ivan and architect Pieter have more than 20 years’ combined experience 
in the medical facilities industry. They have completed many related developments, 
including step down and dialysis facilities, as well as day hospitals and other types of 
specialist medical centres across the country.

The Giflo Medical team has an entrenched understanding of this complex 
development business and is completely at ease with creating development 
plans capable of delivering over the long term on the expectations of all parties 
involved. Due to the many details to keep in mind with medical developments, the 
Giflo Medical team has created appropriate process flow methodologies that are 
specifically geared towards the efficient establishment and management of effective 
facilities.

If you are looking for a partner to assist you with the development of a medical 
facility, Giflo Medical is ideally positioned to enable synergies in this specialist arena 
that will lead to the healthiest possible outcome. Its proven track record attests to its 
ability to purpose-develop medical facilities offering not only high quality spaces, but 
that also delivers on the bottom line over time.



Pieter Knoesen
Giflo Medical Director

pieter@giflogroup.co.za
Cell: +27 83 271 3294
Tel: +27 21 863 0605

Ivan Makkink
Giflo Medical Director

ivan@giflogroup.co.za
Cell: +27 82 904 2662
Tel: +27 21 863 0605



Cormed Private Hospital
Vanderbijlpark, Gauteng

Development: Private acute hospital including 
specialist ophthalmology, orthopaedic laminar flow 
theatre and radiology services
Development size: 4 400m² gross lettable area
Scope: Redevelopment and additions to existing 
hospital to accommodate acute private hospital
Nature of development: Architecture, turn-key 
construction, development management and co-
ownership
Location: Vanderbijlpark, Gauteng

After Giflo’s acquisition of the majority shareholding 
in Cormed Private Hospital, this facility has undergone 
significant upgrades, including an expansion 
project taking the hospital to 62 beds and featuring 
three theatres. A full upgrade to all facilities and 
equipment has also been completed. All upgrades 
are implemented while the hospital remained fully 
operational.



Envision Centre For Sight
Vanderbijlpark, Gauteng

Development: Ophthalmology centre and related 
specialist eye care services
Development size: 830m² gross lettable area
Scope: Redevelopment and additions to existing 
buildings to accommodate specialist ophthalmology 
eye care services
Nature of development: Architecture, turn-key 
construction, development management and 
ownership
Location: Vanderbijlpark, Gauteng

The upgraded Envision Centre for Sight is a state of the 
art facility for four ophthalmologists. Together with 
Cormed Hospital, Envision Centre for Sight is one of 
the leading medical facilities in Vanderbijlpark and the 
greater Vaal River area.



Knysna Surgical Centre
Knysna, Western Cape

Development: Day hospital and related medical 
services
Development size: 1 400m² gross lettable area
Scope: New one-stop medical centre
Nature of development: Architecture, turn-key 
construction, development management and co-
ownership
Development locations: Knysna, Western Cape

Renal Dialysis Units
Ermelo (Mpumalanga) and Louis Trichardt (Limpopo 
Province)

Development: Multi-disciplinary medical centres 
including a day hospital, radiology, pathology, renal 
dialysis unit and specialist consulting rooms
Development size: 350m² gross lettable area per unit
Scope: Turnkey redevelopment of existing buildings to 
accommodate full service specialised renal dialysis care
Nature of development: Architecture, turn-key 
construction, development management and 
ownership
Development locations: Trichardt, Mpumalanga
Ermelo, Mpumalanga
Louis Trichardt, Limpopo Province



Advanced Vergelegen  
Surgical Centre
Somerset West, Western Cape

Development: Day hospital and related medical 
services
Development size: 1 500m² gross lettable area
Scope: New one-stop medical centre
Nature of development: Architecture, development 
management and co-ownership
Development locations: Vergelegen in Somerset West, 
Western Cape

Advanced Worcester  
Surgical Centre
Worcester, Western Cape

Development: Day hospital and related medical 
services
Development size: 1 400m² gross lettable area
Scope: Redevelopment of existing building and new 
one-stop medical centre
Nature of development: Architecture, development 
management and co-ownership
Development locations: Worcester, Western Cape

Renal Dialysis Units



Giving back

Community involvement

In addition to developing with purpose, Giflo also recognises its role in society at large. To give back to 
the community in which it operates, Giflo has chosen to work with Community Keepers, a charitable 
organisation based in Stellenbosch that aims to improve the social and emotional well-being of learners 
by creating supportive school communities where learning and development can prosper.

In keeping with its positioning that there is strength in partnerships, Giflo has developed a long-standing 
partnership with Community Keepers in the area of corporate social responsibility and commitment.

A South African reality is that many children come to school with social and emotional baggage, which is 
caused by individual, family and community circumstances. This hampers their ability to optimally utilise 
the educational opportunities being offered at schools.

In order to lighten the weight of this burden, Community Keepers follows a multifaceted approach, 
providing a therapeutic support service to both the learners and educators. Furthermore, this charitable 
organisation provides support to the parents and educators in the child’s life, helping them develop the 
needed knowledge and skills.

Community Keepers is different from most community initiatives because its services are provided by 
qualified professionals including counsellors, psychologists and social workers. All school-based services 
are implemented in partnership with learners, educators and parents or guardians to ensure activities are 
relevant to the community. All role-players are equipped to participate and maintain programmes for the 
long term. This includes professional support and development programmes for learners and educators, 
as well as various parenting initiatives.

By caring for the social and emotional well-being of learners, Community Keepers also contributes 
towards their educational development in a bid to address poverty and reduce inequality in South Africa.



Sport is a catalyst that uplifts the body and soul. 
The purpose of sport is to provide a positive 
avenue for healthy living and active social 
interaction between people. Giflo is passionate 
about school rugby and supports the sport 
through sponsorships. The company believes 
strongly in the development of youth through the 
inherent values of this popular team sport.

As part of the company’s purpose to serve the 
communities in which it operates, Giflo is a proud 
sponsor of the Paarl Gimnasium 1st rugby team.

In 2020 the Giflo sponsorship will be prominently 
displayed on first team rugby jerseys, at the field of 
play and in other brand marketing material.

With the interschool rugby match having the 
largest attendance for a school game in the 
world, school rugby is therefore the ideal sport 
sponsorship activity for Giflo. Supporting 
school rugby means continuous positive brand 
association and a commitment to strong 
partnerships with sponsored high schools.

Paarl Gimnasium, Hoër Jongenskool Paarl and 
Hoër Meisieskool Paarl are well-known schools 
that have produced some of South Africa’s top 
sports stars.

In addition Giflo also sponsors Afrikaanse Hoër 
Seunskool’s 1st rugby team in Pretoria.

Affies is a Christian Afrikaans high school with a 
rich history that aims to maintain and build on its 
unique tradition of excellent, educational teaching 
for the benefit of the whole of South Africa and all 
its citizens.

The universal core values that Giflo shares with 
the school include a belief in God, love, truth and 

hope. Hard work, commitment and a consistent, 
dependable way of getting things done in the right 
way resonates with Giflo’s own approach.

Affies excels at mining the potential inherent in all 
of its students, including in the areas of academics, 
culture and sport. Its well-established systems 
and processes ensure that the school can support 
young talent effectively.

Over many years Affies has become one of the most 
well-known rugby schools in the country, regularly 
placing at the top of school rugby leagues.

This prestigious school celebrates its centenary 
year in 2020.

School rugby sponsorship



Paarl Office
57 Main Street, 
Paarl, 7646

PO Box 608, Paarl 7646

grieta@giflogroup.co.za 
T  +27 21 863 0605

giflogroup.co.za

Pretoria Office
81 Regency Drive, Route 
21 Corporate Park, Irene Ext 72

PO Box 597, Irene 0062

natasha@giflogroup.co.za 
T  +27 82 872 3347


